UltraComfort® - Asepsis 21® Operatory

UltraComfort® - Asepsis 21® Operatories were designed to provide patients a luxurious experience, offering exceptional patient comfort and reliability in their new instrument delivery system. Available in LR (shown above) and Console configurations.
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UltraComfort® - Asepsis 21® Operatory

The Ultra® - Asepsis 21® Operatories where designed to offer luxurious patient seating, exceptional dental lighting and reliable instrument delivery. Available in LR (shown above) and Console (shown on the left) configurations.
The Asepsis 21® delivery system is designed to provide quality and reliability in a sleek, compact, value-priced package. For improved asepsis, the air and water controls are located beneath a removable top to help protect them from contamination. Surfaces are smooth and easy to clean. Available in cart, console mount or horizontal delivery, the Asepsis delivery unit will complement the way you work.

Midmark patented Kink Valve® technology offers an independent control system for each handpiece, designed to provide an unprecedented level of reliability and control. Unlike traditional valve blocks that require ongoing maintenance of O-rings and diaphragms, this system is designed to require virtually no maintenance.

The continental style version allows for over-the-patient positioning of the delivery system. This helps with ergonomic access of the instruments while maintaining the reliability of the Asepsis 21®.
The Ultra - Asepsis 21® Operatories were designed as ultra-comfort patient seating, exceptional dental lighting and reliable instrument delivery. Available in LR (shown above) and Console (shown on the left) configurations.